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1 :lNTRODUCTION 
Q. 

During the last decades important changes have taken place in th~ way our 

~ Child care and protection syste~ operates. The changes relate to the 
processing of chHdren by the different p.lements of the system, as well as 

the nature of Offici'al intervention. Both quantity and qUol Hy of tft'le 

population input in the system are affected by the changes which din be 

summarized by two major trends: 

~ a substantial reduction of children entering the Child care system; 

- a considerable effort to handle problems of juveniles by extra-judicial 
(, solutions. 

\ ,-, 
Tn ttris paper I would like to review the role of the juven'ile police with 

re~pect tD the contribution they made to these cHanges. and more specifically 

to diverting juveniles from the juvenile justice system. 

In most"of the European countries the police have developed two main lines of 

action_ although the extent to whicp these policies are followed varies a great 
I; <, 

deal among countries and within countries. 
The policies are: 

- e~pHcit efforts to reprimand and then dismiss a ctmsiderable proportion 
of juvenil e <;:ases. 0 ",) 

- a referral policy by which juveniles are diverted to other social agencies or 

to speCial programs. " 

80th polides aim at reducinq the systems input. They do not always" realiz~ 

this ob:Jective' and it seems to me that oni' of the questions that we sllould 

consider in this conference is under what conditions police act.ion in this 
respect is or is not effective~ 

I will nO\,1 discuss the t~ policies $eparately although of course they are in 

fact related. 
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2 THE DISMISSAL OF CASES 

2.1 Some general remarks 

As the juvenile justice system is an interlocking system, operating at different 
levels, one of the ways to reduce the system's input is to give the police 
IOOre latitude to dismiss cases or to handle them unofficially. 
This practice has probably been most formalized in E~gland ~nd Wales. which 
could be related to the fact that the English police function both as 
investigator and as prosecutor (except in serious cases). 
Although police cautioning has existed in England ever, since the creation of 
an organized oolice force, the pratic~ has now been formalized as an official 

. (if 
alternative to prosecution. 

. The introduction of the 1969 law caused a large increase in the proportion 
of juvenile cautioning ~n the tt'tal number ~f cautions: in 1960 the percentage 
of' juvenile cautioning was 49%. in 1~74 it had increased to 74% of all 
cautions 1). 
Although the English police have always enjoyed a larger autonomy than police 

() d • 
forces in most af the other European countries. we see the same ten enCles 

develop in many of them. 

In France. for example, where traditionally police powers have been more 
1 imited ,the police have the 1e9a lobI igation to send all reports regarding 
offenses to the prosecutor (1e procureur de la R~publique), who then decides 
to dismiss or t~ prosec~te the case. 
However, it is a well known fact that the prlice proceed to a great number of 
unofficial dismissals. Thus in the Paris area and in collaboration with the 
prosecutors the pOlic'e handle2): 
- all light cases where the juvenile is a first offender. where the victim 

has. been repa~d and where there is no official complaint; 
- all thefts -including shoplifting- of litHe money value; 
- "on the spot" warnings of juveniles in public places. 

The practice gives the police the discretionary power to appreciate the 
circumstances of an offense, as well as the usual behavior of the minor and 
his family. 
Offense related criteria are the nature and seriousness of the fact: thus 76,5% 
of traffic infractions and administrat,lve, rule breaking are dismissed. but 
only 30% of thefts of bicycles, shoplifting and other small thefts. 
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Criteria related to the offender are: 
- age: 55% of dismissals ref~r to minors under 16 years of age, while the 

general dismissal proportion is 40%; 
- whether he is a fi rs t offender; 
- infonn!1tion on the juvenile and his family; 
- circumstances of tfie act (committed alone/or in group) ; 
- no official complaint - the victim has received compensation. 

Interestingly emugh. compared with English figures, several police units in the 
Paris area fndicated that two thirds of this type of cases were dismissed. But. 
also like in England. there is wide variation in dismissal pol icy between pol ice 
forces. 
The same practice of unofficial handling by the police is prevalent in countries 
such as Belgium and The Netherlands. 
In a study of police practice in the city of Brussels. I found that of those· 
cases detected and recorded by the police only two thirds were sent to the 
prosecutor (le pro!=ureur du Roi) and one third is recorderd in the police 
own files. When a youngster has repeated contacts with the police the police
note is sent tt' the prosecutor together with the official report3}. 
As for The Netherlands, in many police departments the police usually do not make 
an official report when it is ajuvenile's first contact. In most cases a simple 
note is made for the police's own use. 
For example in Ams,terdam about 75% of all juvenile cases detected and recorded 
are dismissed. This practice is not limited"to the big cities only. A study 
of a Northern rural district showed that only 42% of all offenses led to an 
official repllrt. However,although informal police dismissals and reprimanding 
juveniles are widespread. the police have great discretion in its application. 
Consequently there is much variation in the extent to which it is practiced. 
The variation is not only related to differences in police attitudes but also 
to atti.tudes of the prosecutor, the juvenile judge and the public opinion in the 
area. More detailed data on Dutch practice. as well as Qn differences between 
police departments are given below4). 
They are based 011 a study comparing police practice in one of OUl" largest cities. 
The Hague (~ 700.000 inh.) and & smaller provincial town. Venl0 (~ 70.QOO inh.). 
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~.2 Cautioning practice in Holland 

I think we may say that police cautioning policy in the Ha9ue in fairly 
representative for that policy in the other large cities like Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam and Utrecht. In most of the large cities there is a gentleman's 
a9reement between the prosecutor and the police with respect to cautioning 
criteria and the rules to observe. But thi's is far from a uniform practice. 
In some court districts -especially the more rural or conservative ones
the prosecutor considers as ~is privilege the competency to decide whether 
a case will b~ dismissed or prosecuted a privilege he does not wish to 

share with the police. 
Knowing these differences •. :we. wanted to compare pol ice practic~ in a 
department where dismissing juvenile cases was normal practice,toa department 
that claimed to report all cases to the prosecutor as it is legally, required. 
We decided to study all police contacts that were recorded by the police 
including problem behavior such as family problems, repeated truancy or .' 
running away. These acts -often defined as status-o~fense~- are no offenses 
accordinq to Dutch law. They may •. however. result in contacts with the police 
and eventually in a diSposition of the juvenile judge such as the supervision 

order, which is a civil measure. 
He did indeed find large dffferences in cautioning: in The Hague 80% of all 
minors enter-ing in contact with the pol ice were dismissed; in Ve.nlo this was 
only 29%. But looking at the nature of the police contacts some other important 

differences appear. 

Table 1: Nature of policecontacts in two cities. 

Property offenses 
Aqgre~sive facts 
Problem behavior 

The Hague (700.000 inh.) Venlo (70.000 inh.) 
. (N=865)· (N=604)-

56~'5% 

10,5% 
.. 32 % 

100 % 

67% 
25.5't 

7.5% 

100 % 

~ In The Hague a sample of 1 of 3 police contacts taking place in 1976 
was examined; in Venlo'all police contacts taking place in 1979 were 

cons i de red . ;: 

':', 
, 
'. 
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According to table 1 juveniles in Venlo commit far. more offenses than 
juveniles in The Hague but show considerably less problem b~havior (which was 
mainly running away). The facts committed in Venlo' were also of a more 
serious, nature. If we assume that delinquent behavior patte-~ns in the two 
cities do not differ to any great extent, then it seems quite improbable 
that there would be no running away or pe~ty theft in Venlo. 
The practical absence of these types of behavior in Venlo suggests that . 
other devices mllst be used to keep minor cases out of pol ice registration. 
This explanation is supported by some differences in research population. 
Comparing those with only 1 policecontact we found that in The Hague 25% 
was 12 years old; in Venlo this percentage was only 14. 
This suggests that offenses committed by 12 years old do lead to registration 
and then to dismissal-in The Hague. But in Venlo this appears to be the case 
to a much lesser extent. Registration -and thus reporting to the prosecutor
seems to start really at ages 13 and 14. 
Considering the juveniles with several police contacts"we noted that practic
ally 0 all those in Venlo are 15 years or older, where as in The Hague thi~ 
is about 60%. These are significant popu'lation differences indicating that 
juveniles entering the juvenile justice system in Venlo are on the whole more 
serious offenders than the The Hague ones. 
Let us look now at the disposition that is taken according to thl:! nature of the 
police contact. 

Ta~le 2: Disposition according to nature of police contacts 

Property offenses ~ggressive facts Problem-behavior 

The Ha9ue~ Venlo The Hague Venlo The Hague Venlo 

N=337 N=62 N=J27 N=187 N=49 

Police-
dismissals 72,5 13 64,5 18 9916,5 

Prosecutor-
dismissals 14 59,S 13 47 .'.' 1 51 

Juvenile 
~ud~e 13.5 27,S 22.5 35 32.5 

100 100 100 100 100 100 
o· 
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\ 

h t th H gue police have and do use It is quite apparent from table 2 t a '0 e a 
. d d dismiss a qreat number of their discretionary power to repnman an -.. . en 

cases, whereas in Venlo this role is taken ov~r by the prosecutor. But ev 

intervention by the~le judge ,is greater in Venlo than in The Hague. e 
All in all it looks as if~ntervention at all levels -including the juvenil 

judge- is 'considerably less in the Hague than in Venlo., t 

/

1 umb f police contacts One would expec Anot~gr impGrtant variable ~s the n er 0 '. h 
. I ; i j ile's first contact t an that the pol ice are more lenient when t s a uven. , 

when he has had repeated police contacts. 

Table 3: oi'sPoSition according tonumbeY of police contacts 

first police-contact cseveral police-contacts 
,:, 

Ven10 The Hague Venlo The I_~ague 

H=285 N=112 tf=292 N=278 

Police-

dismissals 89 31 71 8,5 

Prosecutor-

di smi.ssa 15' '6 61 14 52 

Juvenile 

judge 5 8 15 39,5 

100 100 100 100 

t heart"9 even Table 3 shows that a first police contact rarely leads to a tour ; I 
" tions are differentially distributed. in Venl0. But we note again that tau , . d" by the 

In The Hague the pollee dismiss most of the cases, in Venlo thls is one 

prosecutor. I ated lice ~ontact. In 
The same"pattern is prevalent in the case of repe po 

th"'n most of the cases are dismissed, whereas nearly 40% of the The Hague even .• , . 
cases in Venlo end,. up before the juvenile judge. 

t 

Pol ice 

Prosecutor 
Juv. j~dge 

" 
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But of course we have to specify cautioning policy within categories of offences 
according to number of contacts. 

Table 4: 'Disposition by na,f-ure of ot'fense and number of contacts 

The Hague Venlo 

property offenses aggress i ve offenses; property offensesEgress i ve ~!f;nSeS 

1 cont. S",. cont 1 cont. "'V.cont. 1 cont. s." conj_l _cont. sev. cont. 

N .. 16:l~ N = 155 N = 21 N = 40 N = 73 N = 47 N = 36 N = 33 
I,' ___ -+--_. __ _ 

86,5 55 57 67,S 22 2 -L 44,5 9 
7,S 24 24 7,5 71 74,5 44,5\ 42,5 

6 21 19 25 7 23,5" 11 48,S 

~1~O_0 __ -J __ IO~O ___ ,L-_1_00 __ ~_10_0 ____ ~1_OO_" __ ~_10_0 __ ~-i 100 -IOO~ 

Again we note that in the case of property offenses the The Hague police do .handle 

most of the cases even when there are. repeated cont~~ts.In Venlo this is 

nearly entirely the task of the prosecutor. Compat'ing (pn the judge level, however, 
we See 'hardly any differer'lce between the two cities: ~bout the same number of 
juveniles end up before the juvenile judge. 

I~ith respect to aggressive offenses police handling in The Hague"stays 01) a 

high level, although it {s clear that aggressiveacts are often considered as 

more serious andthisl~,adsto more court hearings. There is,however,a large 
o " 

difference between The Hague and VenTo in this respect. lhere are not only lllOre, 

aggressive offenses registered in Venlo than in The Hague. but in the case of 
'repeated Offenses' nea,rly ~)1f of them end up in court, W~~~h is twice as many 
as jn The Hague." (? 

,. 

Several conclusions can be made on the basis of these research data. 

first, the absence of any r'egistration in Venlo of petty theft and pr06lem 

behavior suggests that these cases are unofficially ·handled bY the Venlo police 

but simply not recorded. \~e even dare to suggest that a$ the Venlo police" 

know that every report has to be sent to the prosecutor, they may have 
developed a certain reluctance to 'document this kind of acts. 

We all know that basfc police performance, that is the work of the patrol 
" 

o'fficer on the streets or in other publ ic places, is essentially vncontrullable. 
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So it is more than probable that the Venlo police-practice with regard to 
juveniles is in fact a kind of corrective actioh to avoid both a too repressive 
disposition policy as well as a too large instream in the juvenile justice 

system. 
The second conclusion is that when the police are not allowed to dismiss 
a great number of cases, the prosecutor will do s'o, thus reestablishing a 
delicate belance in the working of the system. 
I would like to recall a similar findt/lg of the Home Office study on cautioning. 
Court disposal patterns showed a strong relationship with the proportion of 
offenders cautionedl ). The large~ the proportion of offenders cautioned, the 
smaller the percentage of offenders dischar!led. On the other hand when the 
police are reluctant to caution, the court assumes this function and'di~charges 
larger proportions of offenders" tn comparing dispositions in Venlo and The 
Hague we note a comparable phenomenon. In The Hague the police have taken 
over some prosecutorial functions, whereas in Venlo the decision to prosecute 
or to dismiss a case continul~s to be the monopoly of the prosecutor. However. 
the Venlo police regulates ~~d determines quantity and quality of the instream 

\." 

of cases, thus also influencing the prosecutors work. 
The third conclusion relates to the diff.erential intervention of the juve~ile 

juoge in both cities. 
In comparing disflositions we have to keep in mind that the youth population 
entering the juvenile justice system in Venlo is of a different nature than the 
The Hague population entering that system. ~,s the Venlo police eliminates beforehand 

all petty offences and rion offense related contacts, the cases that end 
up in the system are of a more seriolls kind.r}herefore one would expect 
that relatively more cases in Venlo than in The Hagui! end up in court. 
But when we specify property offenses and aggressive acts according to seriousness 
(joy-riding, petty theft and serious theft; aggr'ession against property or 
~gainst persons), then we see that there is more court intervention in Venlo 

," 
only \'Iltll I'espect to aggress i ve offenses. 
So if we conclude that disposition policy in 1Jle Hague has on the whole 
a more lenient"character than in Venlo this is true if we consider police 
handl ing of cases more" lenient than prosecutor intervention. With respect to" 
court ihtervention the data are less clear: there are S()IIIe indications for 
relatively more court appearances "in Venio than;n 'The Hague but this seems 
essentially the case with respect to agressive offenses. 

., 

" 
o it 
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o 

2.3 . Juveniles involved and cautioned 

The'total ,Youth population «18 y.) ill The Hague is .:!:55.000 and in Venlo 
,,:!:.9.000. In 1976 1.800 Hague youths had at least 1 poloice contact which 
is l,2l;,in Venlo the number is 212 or 2,3%, so more youth in The Hague 
'have official rolic~contacts than in Venlo: 
Girls fonned 25% of The Hague sample and 12,5% of the Venlo sample. This 
is explained br the fact that giris had more frequent policecontact5 based 
on problem behavior than boys -two thir-ds of girls against one fifth of boys

and as we have seen this type of policecontacts is lacking in the Venlo 
registrati~n. According to age there is a clear' difference between 
those with only one policecontact and those with repeated contacts. More 
than half of youngsters with one contact, both in Venlo and in The Mague, 
were 14 years or younger. But taking ,juveniles with repeated contacts, !,O% 
of the Thet{ague ones and 94%"of the '!enl0 ones were over 15 years of a~e. 
Another str; king fact is that youngsters wi th repeated pol i cecontacts 
have a lower educational level than juve",iles, that had only one contact: 
they go more often to a vocational training school or drop out altogether, 
whereas the others go more frequently to grallrner school. Thus the group wi th 
repeated contacts is on the average older, has less education, has dropped 
out of school more often ,and is more often linemployed. 

Now what are the main factors that do have an impact on police decisions? 
If w~ limit ourselves to offenses only. then, as we have seen, the nature 

,:1 

of the offense is one important factor. Cautioning i:; most freqcuent for 
,) 

property offenses, and ~omewhat i:ass far,aggress ;ve acts. ' 
Ano~her factor is the number of contacts: police dismissal is almost 
auto~atic at first

C 

contact, but becomes less frequent when number of contacts 
grow. 
A third factor is seriousness of offense. "When w~distinguish joy-ridi~g. 
petty theft and more serious theft, we note that there 1S a 'strong 
relationship between seriousness of offense an.d police disposition. 
Ma1nta1ning numbe~,of contacts constant, Table 5 shows shoWS the interaction 
effects between seriousness of offense and number of contacts. Table 5 is 
limited to the The Hague ~olice as being representative of our large cities. 
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Table 5: Oispositio~ by nature of property offense and by number of contacts -
in The Hague -

one contact several contacts 

joy-riding petty theft serious theft joy-riding petty theft serious theft 

N=43 N=9_~ N=33 H=47 N=59 N=50 

8(; 93,5 48.5 72,5 73 16 

9,5 2,5 18 19 20,5 32 

2,5 27,5 8,5 6,5 50 

2 4 6 
(~;;.-'. #100 100 100 100 100 100 

The table shows that seriousness of offense is a major factor in police 
decision making: when the offense is 'of a more serious nature" then police 
cautioning drops drastically ~and court intervention grows. But repeated 
contacts 'also have an independent influence: both prosecutor handling and court 
intervention increase to 50% of ail cases when there is a combination of serious " 
offense and repeated policecontacts. 

!) 

But next to offense-related factors we also have juvenile-related factor~ that 
could' have an impact on police decision making. 
One of those factoi's is sex. limiting ourselves again to The Hague we found 
that 85% of the girls are sent home after being rept'imanded against ~7 ,6% of boys. 
Taking into account that'~irl'spo1icecontacts are more often because of 
pr.oblem behavior -essentially running away from home- or because of shop
lifting, the difference in "umbe,r of cautions can be'c'!xplained by the less , 
serious nature of girl'scontacts. An important variable is age. 
We can see in ta,~le 6 on dispOSition in The Hague. i)that police .:autioning 
'decreases wi ttl age and that court appearances 1ncl~ease. 
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Table 6: Disposition and age (offenses onl,y) in The Hague 

12 years 13-14 years 15-16 years 17-18 years 

N=47 N=112 N=140 N=47 

Police 88,5 77.5 61 44.5 
Prosecutor 9 11,5 19.5 21,S 
Juven.judge 2,5 11 19,5 34 

100 100 100 100 

But of course one has to take into account the number ,of policecorrtacls. At 
• first contact, the police caution prClctically all 12-years old a:~d still 70% 

of 17 and 18 years old; however,when there have be~n repeated contacts the 
police continues to caution 12-years old (84.5%), but tfleyare prepared 
to caution about half of the cases of 15 and 16 years old and only 30~ of the 
17 and 1'8 years old~ I would like to add to this that in case of rather 
serious offenses there is a tendency for judicial authorities to transfer 
17 and 18 years old to the adult penal system. This tendency explains the 
rather limited number of cases in this age category that we found in the 
f1'l es of the j uven il e police. 
So, although there is a clear interaction betw~en number of policecontacts 
and .age, we may conclude that age is "an important and independent factor 
affecting police dicisionl1laking. 
There are a number of social and economic variables that did not seem to have 
any impact on decision making once youngsters are in the system. 

G 'I -

Thus we did not find any relation between disposition 'and ethnic origin, type 
of education and father'sprofession. Neither did we find a relation between 
ditposition and the fact of growing up in a on'e-parent family rather than 
in a two-parent family. We did. however, find a relation between diSPosition and 
the fact whether a ynungster sUll was in scHool or had "dropped out of school. 
This variah,e is of course only relevant for the older 'age groups (15 to 
18 years). 
Considering th~ number, of policecontacts. we found that when there were repeated 
contacts the police cautioned about 7'7% of school attending youngsters and 
58% of those that ~'had left school and were unemployed. 
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5ul111larizing our main findings we get the following: 

_ Girls have considerably less frequent policecontacts than boys. and if 
they have, ft is mostly for petty the,ft or running away; 

- About halt of juveniles coming 1n contact with the police in one given 
year, do so .once; 

" 

- Those that had repeated contacts (keepinQ age constant): 

- have on the average less education; 
include more employed and unemployed youths; 

- ~how a more serious offense pattern in terms of value of stolen 
goods and damage caused. 

,:; 

- Police cautioning is essentially related to seriousness ot off~nse, number 
of policecontacts and age of offender; 

- Not related to cautioning are: father's profession, educational tevel. 
ethnic origin and family composition. 

One of the problems of this kind of re~,earch tis that one gets the feeling. that all 
factors are rcl:~ted, for example age is related to level of education, 
to nufl1ber of contacts, to seriousness of offense. and to final' disposition. 
50 in order to get a better view of t~e different relations among all 
the variables included in the study. we have made a special multi-variate 
analysis looki~g for dusters of related variables It). 

We found for The Hague three clusters fonming each a relatively homogeneous 
o 

group. 

1) The first group consists of the youngest children (12 years "r younger) 

who have had only one poli.~ecolltact for a property offense. The majority 
of these cases are cautfbned • 

I) 

2) The second group includes 13 and 14 years old. but also 15 and 16 years old 
who had repeated contacts with the police. mainly for. property offenses. 
The majority of these cases are also cautioned: The prosecutor still 
does not-corne into ,the picture. Among the 15 and 16 years old with 
repeated contacts we ~bserve a relation with unemployment. 

'.) 

II}Homals-analys;s -wor~ed .out by l.eiden Univers1ty- can be used for 
categorical data and is a special form of factQr analysis. lnfonmation 
can be asked itt the Researc~ Center Of the Ministry of Justice, The Hague. 

/' "'~ 
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~) Finally, the third group includes mainly the older juveniles who are 
already in the labo," force. They have a large number of contacts for 
aggressive~ffenses, which leads them before the juvenile judge. This 
group is clear}y smaller than the two other groups" 

. 
'I 

Thus the Homals-analysis enable~ us to understand better how police cautioning 
policy is operating. 
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3 POLICE DIVERSION ~ 
Dutch police cooperation wi th ot~er social ageri~ies is 1 ike. police 
dismissal policy: there is locaf variation, it is not orgalllzed, nor. . 

i ·t· t' f active enthuslastlc 
structured and it depends largely on the n1 1a lve 0 . 

police officials. . th 
Our study on policecontacts of juveniles revealed for-ilnstance that e 

The Hague police referred very few youths to other agencies. ,In all 27 

juveniles, or 4,5% of the sample, were referred to such agencleS ~s 
the Child Protection Council, general social work agencies, youth s 

psychiatric clinics, and the like.'So the police do keep a lot of 
youngsters out of the official child care system but they do not take any 

action to further(other)fo~ms of assistance. 
Some police departments try to do a little more. They use two main 
mechanisms to do preventive work with juveniles: they either refer and 
cooperate more or less cl~s~lY with spcialized social agencies, or they 

deploy some preventive activities themselves. 
The latter is rather controversial and is really adopted only in some 

police departments. " . 

t 

11 
I' , 
\ 

This scheme was introduced by the Utrecht juvenile police sectlon. The 

scheme was born out of dissatisfaction with the lack of collaboration t 
between the police and the ex;stingsocial s:rvice~. Th: P~liC:eek endsl 
were particularly dissatisfied by the lack 0 serVlces ur I'g - . U \\ 
and in the evenings. This lead to an experiment in which police and. soclal n 
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The Utrecht police employ some specialized social workers in their 

juvenile section. 

Characteristic for th~ir way of working is that they are not satisfied 

with referring juveniles to specific social agencies' or collaborating 

with the agencies. but they do ensure a follow-up of the youngster. 
Some time after their intervention they visit the juvenile and they 

check whether arrangements are followed and agreements kept. To my sense 

this follow-up phase is of. great importance. It mus~howeve~be said 

that ~any police departments are not anxious to adopt the Utrecht scheme 

because they feel that this is not really police work but social work, 

and we all know that the police hate nothing more than being considered 

or considering themselves as a kind of sc;cial workers'. 

So an~ther type of diversion program has more chances of being adopted 

by the police. and these are programs set up by traditional' or so-called 

alternative social agencies with whom the police collaborate and refer 

cl ients to. 

One of the more successful programs that has been operating for some years 
now. is RBS-3R. II) • 

The target-group of the program are juveniles that have been in trouble 

with the law. There is a formal agreement between the police and ReS-3S to 
refer to them every youngster they get at the station. 

However,at first the Groningen police did not send every juvenil~ but 

tended to sen,"! pr~ferential1y younger boys (14/15 years old) who had committed 

a rather se.rious offense. But there are also a lot of self-referrals agenci es together- assured week-end duties. jot 
The experiment sho~led a great need of social assistance during week-ends, i i and most of the clients had serious problems with the law: an annual police 

the use of crisis-inter-vention techniques (a pr-eeminently police approach) 1i report on juveniles in pre-trial detention noted that 75% of this group 

and the possibility of useful cooperation with the police (5). 1 t of' juveniles were known to the RBS-pr-ogram. " 
The Utrecht juvenile police state that when deciding to prosecute or n The basic philosophy of the program ;s that penal law cannot provide an 

, , 
{} ; 

a 

to offer social assistance, the emphasis should be on extra-judicial \ adequate answer to the problems of youngsters conl11itting offenses and so 

assista~ce. The elements that are most important in deciding to adopt \1 one ~hould Took for ~xtra-judicial solution. (6) [ , 
one cour~e or the other are factors related tothe juvenile himself (home i The ~rogram wants to address itself to lower-class youngsters because due I ; 
situation school/work situation. age, friends, past delinquencies), , i to their Ufe-style and their 'value-system they have more frequent contacts ~j 
factors r:lated to the act (seriousness and frequency) and the possiblilities . ~ with the police than middle-class youngsters. On the other hand When" tJ 

. i t ~ ? "for effective help and support. This policy is based On very lntens ve i ,~ middle-class juveniles co/lIllit offenses, their behavior is "absorbed" I, I 
contacts of all parties concerned. that is the juvenile himself, the , 
social workers~ and the pOlice.t,' JI,) RBS-38 is short for- Radenbinl;lensingel 38. the addl'e!'s whe.""e the )1 '\ 

L f . program has s,tarted.' 
j: 1 ! j 
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by their environment, eventually with the assistance of expe}ts such as 
psychologists or psychiatrists. 
The diversion program has two main objectives: 

1) to solve problems that lead to criminality, unemployment, housing 
prob~ems, famHy conflicts, in order to avoid (further) involvement 
with the juvenile justice system; 

2) to provide for alternatives to judicial intervention when there have 
been such contacts. Once there are a number of activities deployment 
to solve a 'youngsters problem, an important motive for further 
intervention disappears. 

" 
Engagement in tbe program is on a completely voluntary basis. The worl~ers 
initiate contacts with the juvenile ~s soon as the police communicate 
his name. They make it clear that they wi 11 look for a concr(i1e solution to 
his problems, and not resort to endless t~lking about his psycho-social 
and relational difficulties. 
In fact most of their assfstance is of a very concrete nature: workers 
consult with schools when there are schoolproblems; they assist in 
getting jobs; they arrange for social security payments and help in 
finding a place to liv~. The program mediates and has many contacts 
with different instances of the juvenile Justice system such as the 
Child Protection'Council K), the police, the family guardian or supervisor 
or the lawyer. 
During the past couple of years the program is collaborating with the 
prosecutor. the Juvenile judge and the Child Protect'ion Council in thE' framework 
of experir.lents with alternative sancticms for juveniles. that take place in 

6 COUl"t districts. These sanctions can be of two k.inds: Co~unity service, 
or special training courses in a kind of Hltennediate treatment settin~. 
In most of the court districts there are regular "consultations between 
the j~venile judge, the prosecutor and the Child Protection Council: t~ey 

decide together whether a case will be prosecuted or not. In th£'se meetings 
decisions take place on cases that are reported by the police to the 
prosecutor. This means that cases cautioned by the police are not included 

K) The Child Protection Council makes the social inquiry reports for the 
juvenile judge. It has an information function but may also request 
for a judicial measure. 

b 
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and decisions are made on cases that really risk prosecution. 
RBS-38 -after informal consultation with ,the prosecutor- presen~s at ' 
each meeting a plan for assistance on a voluntary basis for those 
youngsters whose case shall probably be dismissed. as well as a p~~al 
for an alternative sanction for those whose case probably will lead to 
court appearance. 
When the proposal for an alternative sanction is accepted the prosecution 
will he deferred. After successful ~ompletion of either Community service 
or a special" training course the case will be dismissed. So R.B.S. is 
active on two .leve1s: on the first level they work with youngsters \,/hose 
case is dismissed, which is preventive action; on the second level they 
offer more controlled opportunities for volunteer w~rk or training, which 
fits 1n with the requirements of the juvenile justice system. 

A third program -set up by the city of Rotterdam- is specifically 
addressed to vandalism. The city wanted to undertake some action in this 
field because of the enormous costs this type of delinquency entailed. 
Crimes of w111fu11 damage have increased i,n the who.le country: in 1970 
there were 10.334 offenses reported. in 1975 this number had increased 
to 58.115. Our victimization, studies indicate an increase from 5,9% 
of all reported offenses in 1976 to 9,7% in 1979. 
Rotter~am has reported that the costs for repairing the municipality's 
schools have increased from :!:. f 530.000 in 1975 to + f 2.500.000 in 1980. 
So the program -called HALT and started in 1930- was initiated and 
financed by the city and is based on the collaboration of the police. the 
prosecutor ~nd of social workers. 
The target popUlation does include all youngsters committing offenses 
aga,inst public order and violence aga.inst property or a9ainst persons. 
'(he objective of the program is to reduce vandalism, to take away 

. , ~ 

some of its causl1s and to prp.vent vandalism 'and aqgressive behavior. 
This objective is operationalized in three concrete actiVities: 

1) to provide for alternati'tl'e sanctions or volunteer work in Ordel" to 

prevent prosecution; 

2) to find out the reasons for thls particular offending behavior and 
assist the youngsters in solving the more Obvious add direct problems. 

" 3) collect data on situations fa,cilitating vandalism and help people to 

change these situations. 
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Alternative sanctions are all services aiming at repairing. repaying or 
compensating victims and the cOllllnmity for the damage done. HALT mediates 
between the judicial authorities and the victim and renders in fact 
services to both the victim and the juvenile. 
Services to the juvenile are still more apparent in their second task 
that is in assisting him to solve some pressing practical problems. 
The program operates mllch like RBS-38 and helps tile youngster to 'look 

o " 

for a job,lor housing, for educational possibilities or leisure activities ~ 
it helps him to find his way in our bureaucratic soc~ety, to get a license 
or security payments. 
In the third place HALT tries t-O analyse those situations and 'places where 
vandalism is most Jikely to occur: they then give information to instituti.ons 

or persons in order to change situations or activities so as to reduce the 
opoortunity to commit violent acts. 
How does the pr09ram operate? 
When a youngster is detected for vandalism and taken to the policestation 
the police refer the boy to HALT with a note indicating the offense and 
,.,hether there is an official report to the prosecutor or not. The prosecutor 
can also refer boys to HALT, and in some cases the youngs ter' s 1 awyer 
examines whether prosecution of the case tan be prevented by referring 
his client to HALT. 
Thus ~uveniles are referred to HALT both when there is made an official 
report to the prosecutor and when there will be no such report. 
Participatipn in HALT is ~mtfrely on a voluntary basis. although in 
cases of official prosecution the voluntary character of partiCipation in 
the program can be questioned. 
When there is no officjal report to the prosecutor there sometimes is a 
claim for damages an~ HALT then mediates between the two parties and tries 
to find ways for c~pensation by the juvenile. 
HALT started in October 1981: from that date till rtay 1982 there have been 
some data collected about its operation (7). 

One obvious fa~t is that youngsters referred to HALT most probably are 
not representative for all juveniles that conmit acts of vandalism. r~ost 

of these kids are never detected. So we do not know what selection clients 
of HALT .would form: are t!!~y} less smart than the others. or did they select 
places where the police i~patrg'ling more' often? u 

b 
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Anyway most clients are ~bout 15 years of age, and attend the lower 
vocational training schools. 
Offenses were: graffiti 

destroyin9 property 
theft with violence 
violence against persons 
theft + destroying property 
other-obnoxious behavior 

49%. 
21% 

6% 
4% 
8% 

12% 

100% 

Although graffiti seems a rather harmless offense, it was found that 
many boys referred to HALT for graffi ti had a.l ready commi tted offenses of 
a more serious nature, such as burglary, theft or violence against persons. 
Some of them operated in gangs, committing burglaries and thefts. More than 
60% of juveniles referred to HA~T had had repeated policecontacts, and 
this group more often lived in rather problematic family situations 
(alcoholism, conflicts with stepfather). 
Practically all of them were boys; girls fulfilled the function of 
encouraging and applauding the actiVities, but did not take part in them. 
The boys explained their offenses by~~mphasiling the excitement and 
pleasure they desired from them, and by indicating clearly that the acts 
gave them status and prestige among their peers. 

" n 

The alternative sanctions offered to the juvenile were among other things: 

- to clean trams and buses from graffi ti; ,," 
- to clean telephone boxes, busstands, windo~ls and windovlsills from 

graffiti; 
to repair destroyed objects in parks and squares; 

- to do administrative work at,,, the youth + sports department of the city; 
- to give financial compensation to victims; 
- to render service~ to public institutions such as swimming pools, 

public gardens. gar1Jage collection, "museunts an~ the police. 

Direct assistance to juveni'les is addressed to those prohlems where HALT 
feel they can offer some real help: problems with education, work, housing, 
leisure opportunities and the like. So they do not address themselves to 
serious family problems, b~cause the~ do not feel up to 'iolving this kind 
of 1 ong-stand"i ng and complex nrob 1 em s itua ti ons . 
finally they try to have some impact 'on situatio~s that invite vandalism. 
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They have discussions. with. the 'responsible people and try to ,make them 
£~. t 1 change the organization-Of a youth-club. or to get IIIOre con~o on., 

buses on specific hours and itinaries, Qr, to change particular environment~' 

settings. 

How succesful are these prog;ams?ln fact we do not know be~ause they 
have not yet been seriouslyst~died. SOMe studies have been undertaken 
but although we have no research results yet we can indica,te some of their 
strong points and ~ome of their wellk points. 

,\ 

-~----~~~---- --
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4 SOME CONCLUDING RmARKS' 

When a youngster shows some particular forms of deviant behavior such 
as truancy, offending or running away it often depends on the, resources 
of his family whether he ~ill , end up In the'mental health system, a 
private school or·' the juvenile ju~tice system. 
It is a fact that lower class children often display behavior that e~si1y 

I, II :::;. 

confronts them with the police. As thei'r parents, general1y lack both the 
" ~ 

knowledge and the resources to divert them to other 'forms of care 'and 
assistance, these kids run a higher risk t9 land in and to stay on in 

:' I ~ ~ 

the juvenile justice system. 
The police play II crucial ro.le in deciding who w'ill have to stay ~m and 
who is permitted to leave that system; 
In ~ Netherlands the police are quite aware of this and they actively 
try to influence the process ina constructi ve way. Based on C81lJ1l0n sense 
notions about delinquent and problem behavior they eliminate"large numbers Q 

of juveniles from jU'Jehile jiJstice proceedings. 
If we 100~ ~t net results we can conclude as follows: 

- police c~utioniri'g es'sentially refer.s to the younger age groups, 
to those that commit petty offenses and those that have policecontacts 
on other grounds than offenses; 

- the older age-groups and thosDe whQ have committed acts of a More serious 
nature are stnlprocessed as usual and do not profit as much from the 
larger use of cautioniri9; 

'" 
realizing the inadequacy of the police response to much of the more 
serious offending behavior, the police -together \'lith cOlll!ltJnityand 
social agencies- try to d~elopmore active diversion programs of a 

\> .~ 

preventiVe or rehabi1it~iU"e nature. 
': , 

The situation that confronts the police is as follows: the majority of 
juveni les that have contacts with them and ,that are subsequently cautioned; 
pose no serious problems an~ do not return to, the policestation. There is 
however a minority that ~oes pose problems. either b~cause th£:'y have 
committed a s~rious offense or because they ~eep coming back, It is to 
this group of YO!J,,9sters that efforts of pre'Jention and of altet"natives 
should be addressed. 

I' J/ 

This means that we are actually faced with two problems: the problem'of 
the nature of the ~iVers10nprogram and the problem of al~pcation of 
jlAven i1 es to these programs. 
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Of the programs I have described. one is originated and sustained 
by the police themselves and the others by outside agencies in"collaboration 
with the police. 
Programs set up and coord~nated by the police -like the prograMs in Utrecht 
and Rotterdam- present two major difficulties. 
The first one is that allocation of juveniles to the programs can rapidly 
get out of control and lead to constderable "net-widening". The discretion 
in police decision is large. there is no judicial control and the juveniles 
voluntary participation to the program is doubtful. 
I do oot question the good intentions of the police in setting up this 
'kind of program. !lut I only wish to signa Hze the risk that large groups 
of juveniles are being pushed from police intervention to social "'ot'k 
intervention which might not be more helpful and could even be harMful. This 
seems to be by and larQe the American experience. 
The second problem is shown by th'e Rotterdam program: like in Utrecht the 
majority of the juveniles are sent to HALT by the police,. n 

As was reported, the police may send both boys with and wit,hout an official 
report to the program. 50 that inevitably one gets a mixture of juveqJles 
that"would have been sent home by the police anyway and boys that h?~~ 
re~ched the level of prosecution. I am not in favour of such programs. 
not only because of the net-widening effect but also because expe'Hence 
shows that social workers tend to prefer to work with less troublesome 
boys instead of with the more problematic ones. What often happens is that 
programs adressed to specific problem groups end up working with kids that 
hav~ less problems because the real target group is too hard to reach. 
Therefore I Would prefer diversion programs to be dissociated from the 
police. so that the police can fulfill their functi'on as they should 

" " do, without having to decide who is eligible for specific diversion 
programs. Howev~r this does not solve the p~oblem of allocation ofo 
juveni les a;'ld type of program. 1 would 1 ike to end this papel" by making 
some observations on this issue. 
In the f'irst place I think that diversion programs should not be 

addressed to those kids whose case wi 11 be cautione& an.vwa;-It seenls to me 
that the only juveniles eligible for diversion programs are those whose case 
is officially recorded and sent to the prosecutor. The reason for this 
option lies in our knowledge -based on research- of this specific youth 
population: most of them have had repeated policecootacts. sometimes starting 
at a 'young age. sometfmes for rather serious offenses. We can say with 
some confidence 

-----~---........----------.-~~~-- -
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that in t~ese cases we should try to intervene in a more creative and 
constructive way than just a di9nissa]~ or a court appearance. 
Havingcircumscrib~d the global population that could be sent to 
diversion programs, we still are faced with the fact that the prosecutor 
a1so dismisses half of the'cases that are reported to him (in The Hague 
at least). Who then should go to such special programs? 
let us recall that the decision to ,prosecute and bring a juvenile in 
court is generally taken in the tripartite meetings of prosecutor. 
juvenile judge and Council for Child Protection, which means that the 
ilIllocation of juveniles 'to differEnt forms 0cf diversion is also decided 

there. 
It seems to ne that the best example of a complete set of diversion 
programs in Holland is actually the Groningen one. ij.B.S.-38. 

R.B.S.-38 starts assistance and concrete help for every juvenile that 

" " 

} 
gets an off;cial report. "tie", at the tripartite meeting, it 1,s decided 
that the case will be dismissed, R.B.S.-38 will offer continuing assistance 

o , , 
" 

on a voluntary basis. 
When however the cas~ will be prosecuted, the agency (having already some 
knowledge of the case because of infOrmal contacts) will present a plan n for an alternative sanction. either conrnunity service, or a special train'ing 0 ! 

1/ .i 
'1 course. The case will then be deferred and the decision to prosecute or 0 ! 

I~i~ not wi 11 be taken when the alternative sancti.?n is completed. / 
f It is clear the this latter form of diversion does not have the same f ~ 
l' ~'haracter .. ofvoluntariness as the first one. Although 'it is true that "~I 
q the juvenile has to agree to the new !;anction. the alternative 1S tradi,. .~! 

'.',.,·l'·.:. tional prosecution. Moreover. if he does not fulfill his obligations in I" :':'ri., . the agreement. the case will be reexalnined and prosecution may still.occur. ; 
This is,however,real diversion,for if the volunteer work is adequately 
performed, the case is dismissed. The consequence of this system is that 

,I very few juveniles indeed end up before the judge. In addition to thiS! 
i juveniles that havesuccessfu'lly completed their volunteer work or training } 

'f do not get a criminal record~ ;i 
'~ I I 
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What should be the role of the police in all this? 
1 think the police role wi1l always be of utMost i~rtance. 

'In the first place because they operate the first selection process among 
the juveniles they come in contact with. It will alwa~s be the job ~f the 
police to decide the case is riot serious enough to really bother, or 
whether a repgrt should be made as a signal that the case should be 
examined and SDmI! action should be taken., 
In the second place it is iMPOrtant that tht pol1ceand the prosecutor 
collaborat~ and develop a cOIIIIIDn policy of prosecution ,and dismissal 
criteria and proceedings. 
finally the juvenile section of the police 'should be specially ~el1 
informed and keep contact with the prograMS and schemes in their area 
that offer help and assistance to juveniles at risk ~nd are willing to 
collaborate with judicial authorities. 
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